Y3 - What is there to discover in Europe?
Geography - Even though Europe is a small continent, there are many di erent countries. It can be useful to use the compass points (north, south, east and west) to
split Europe into di erent regions. Do you remember learning Northern Europe in Year 2? It includes the British Isles and the countries of Scandinavia?
Can you remember what they are?

Western Europe: FRANCE, GERMANY, THE NETHERLANDS (HOLLAND), BELGIUM, AUSTRIA, SWITZERLAND
Learning Objective

Children create EU maps
Showing countries that are part of
the EU as of 2021

To describe weather
patterns in the UK and
Europe

Show children the climate zones map. What zones can you see in Western
Europe? Why do you think that is?
Unlike much of Northern Europe, which can be very cold and snowy, most of
Western Europe has what is called a temperate climate. This means it is not too
hot and not too cold, and that it rains enough for lots of di erent plants to grow.
The climate means that much of the land of Western Europe is perfect for growing
food and caring for farm animals. This is called 'agriculture'. France is well known
for growing lots of di erent foods.

Use weatherbase.com children research the
temperature, rainfall, length of day etc. and complete
tables
Give children 4 locations from around Western Europe
at di erent times of the year.
What would they wear to each country
at that time?Why? Children design
out ts and explain choices

To describe weather
patterns in the UK and
Europe

What foods are grown in Europe? Why?
Which foods are not? Why?
Show children examples of foods and explain the climate they need to grow.
Which countries in Europe will be able to grow these foods? Why?

Children match foods to the countries they grow in.
Which country (France) do you think has the best
agriculture and therefore exports? Why?
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What is Europe? What is the EU? How are they di erent? Are all countries in
Europe in the EU?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8G1cds52Ko0 (slightly out of date)
Why was it formed?
Why have more countries joined since?
Why might Britain wanted to leave?
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To identify where
countries are within
Europe
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Children use the
4 gure references
to locate countries
and record them on
their Europe maps.

Use four gure
references to describe
location on a map
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Outcome/s

Passport around Europe!
Children create passports (including capital cities to cross o during learning)
(Template for passport on Hamilton Trust if purchased - let me know if not and I’ll
create one for you)
*Children could also attempt a map of Europe jigsaw to build knowledge of
countries and names*
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Engage

Teaching and Learning

Learning Objective
To make maps using
symbols and keys

To communicate
ndings in a way that is
appropriate

Teaching and Learning

Outcome/s

Landscape of Europe
What does Europe look like? What physical features does it have? Are there any
famous features that you can name? Why do you think they are famous?
Explain to the children that today they are going to create landscape maps for the
Y2 children. They need to use maps and atlases (which may be a bit complicated
for Y2) and choose e ective symbols and a key to help them identify the di erent
areas of landscape
Children use maps/atlases to locate the Alps and central highlands.Give children
a list of rivers to locate and add to their maps.
What would be a good symbol/colour to use on your maps? Why?

Children complete their maps.
Create information sheet detailing which countries the
mountain ranges and rivers can be found in.

Show powerpoint on Alpine animals (attached) Recap where the Alps are. What
is the climate of the Alps? Why?
What types of plants and animals do you think live in the Alps? Why?
What adaptations would they need to have?
Show children the names of the plants and animals of the Alps. They must choose
one plant and one animal (without seeing the pictures) to research.

Once children have gathered their information, they
need to create a fact le on the plant and one animal.
Where does it live?
What does it look like?
How is it adapted to its home?

To describe the di erent Show children densely populated cities at: https://www.theguardian.com/cities/
human features of
gallery/2018/mar/22/most-densely-populated-square-kilometres-europe-mapped
Europe
Model creating a bar chart to make comparing these places more e ective.
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Why might these areas be densely populated? Why are there large settlements in
these places? Ask children to think about why people would choose to settle
somewhere. How would the reasons be di erent to 200 years ago? Why?
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Geography

Ext.

Lesson 1: Children create bar charts of densely
populated countries
Lesson 2: Children look up these places on Google
Earth, using maps/atlases. Why are they so densely
populated? Provide children with a list of reasons as to
why a place might be densely populated and children
match to their thoughts
(Climate, near a river.ports etc.)

Geography
Learning Objective

Teaching and Learning

To analyse evidence of
economic activity

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
List_of_automobile_manufacturers_of_Europe
Show children the map of car
manufacturers map. Which countries
have the most car manufacturers?
Why might this be?
Is this likely to change? Why?

Outcome/s
https://www.carlogos.org/european-car-brands/
Children match the major car company logos to the places on their
own maps.
Children look at number of manufacturers and the graph showing
which country produces the most cars.
Explain that they are the owner of a new car
Firm (they can choose a name) and they can
choose where to manufacture their cars.
Why have they chosen the country they have?
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Children use the clue card (attached) to build up
a better understanding of the location of places in
France and to see where Paris is in relation to other
geographical features.
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To use and interpret maps Paris is the most visited place in Western Europe. Why might
to locate Paris and its
that be? Has anyone visited Paris?
features
Where is Paris?
Show children the slides (attached) which introduce the key
features of Paris and important facts about it.
Show children the map and model using an atlas to locate the
key features of France (cities, bodies of water)
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Children complete their tables to show the country,
and landmark photo
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To use and interpret maps Give children the list of capital cities in Europe. Which ones do
to locate countries and
they recognise?
their features
Show children the photographs of famous landmarks - which
ones do they recognise?
Model choosing a country - nding its capital city on the map
and then nding the landmark. (Cards attached)
Model adding the country, ag, capital city and landmark photo
to the table

Country

Flag

Capital City

ag, capital city

Landmark

To use digital mapping to
create an itinerary

Show children the slideshow (attached) and ask them to make notes about
the interesting landmarks. Do they think these landmarks are all found in
one place?
Show children the addresses and model using that address on a digital map
to nd which landmark is located there

Children complete list of landmarks. Now that they have
the location of the top landmarks, can they create a
sensible itinerary/order of landmarks to see? (See
attached)
Can they describe directions for a new tourist?

Express

Now that now all about Europe, France and Paris, can we persuade a tourist
from outside of Europe to visit.
What key features would you mention?
How is the climate di erent to where they might live?
What foods can they try?
What amazing landmarks can they see?
What geographical features are of interest?
Model collating the learning from this half term to create a persuasive lea et
for Paris.

Create tourist lea et persuading someone to visit Paris
What is there to do? What is there to see?
What money will they need?
(See attached for supporting resources)

Express

Now that we have learnt all about it - wouldn’t it be great to experience
Parisian life?!
Perhaps we can persuade Mrs Kouni to let us go on a school trip there?
Children collate their learning to create a letter/speech/presentation for Mrs
Kouni about why we should go to Paris on a trip.

Lesson 1: Write a persuasive letter/create a speech to
Mrs Kouni, asking her if we can have a school trip to
Paris.
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Mrs Kouni responds saying it is not possible but that their teachers would
like to bring a bit of Paris to them! How can we turn the classroom into
Paris?

Lesson 2: Unfortunately it is not possible, but we can
bring Paris to you!
Have a go at Parisian art, try Parisian treats grown in
France and create models of landmarks.

Art
Learning Objective

Teaching and Learning

To make notes about techniques
used by artists

Outcome/s

European Artists- Monet
Children create their own ‘journey
Journey through Impressionism
through impression’ to showcase the
Show children the powerpoint (attached)
di erent features of impressionism
What are the 6 key features of impressionism?
What are contrasting colours? Show children a simple colour
wheel and ask them to identify contrasting colours.
Explain that today you want them to record these features in their
own, creative way. Share examples with the children for
inspiration. Which examples show the features most e ectively?
Why?
Other ideas for how to show this:
• A tree with branches holding illustrations of the six key
features of Impressionism.
•Six water lilies in a pond with a fact in each.
•A paint palette holding the pairs of contrasting colours
(refer to the colour wheel)
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Monet The Water Lily Pond
Explain that today we will be learning about a particular painting
style and artist and then each of you will be using pastels to create
and techniques inspired by the art we have looked at.
Display picture of The Water Lily pond 1904, or similar, this one
is 1905
Could also show Claude Monet: Inventing Impressionism
What features of impressionism can you spot?
What colours can you see?
How does the picture make you feel?
Where was Monet when he painted this?
What could he see, hear, taste, feel or smell?
Which colours are not evident? Why do you think this?
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To use light in artwork

Children annotate the picture to show the di erent
features of impressionism they can see in the painting.
How can we use pastels to create the e ect of light? Model
using white pastel blended with the other colours to create
this e ect.
Children experiment using the pastels to create di erent
layers of light. They could then recreate a section of the
Monet piece.

Children self and peer evaluate their artworks and suggest
improvements for the next session.

2 lessons to complete and evaluate
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To demonstrate increasing control
when creating e ects and textures
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Children complete their own impressionist pictures of
a landscape in Europe in the style of Van Gogh
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European Artists: Van Gogh
Show Powerpoint on Van Gogh’s landscapes (attached)
How do his paintings di er from Monet’s? In what ways are they
similar?
Look at the brushstrokes that Van Gogh used. Have a go at creating
this e ect in your sketchbooks.
Explain that today we are going to paint our own landscape using
painting in the same style as Van Gogh.
Show some photos of di erent landscapes of Europe (The Alps?)
How could we recreate this in the style of Van Gogh?
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Use use brushstrokes to create
di erent e ects and textures
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Children choose their own European landmark to
create in the style of Monet’s cityscape.
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*Additional lesson or extension for higher ability children*
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To use light and dark in artwork
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Children use the di erent pastels
to recreate Monet’s paintings of the
Houses of Parliament.
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Monet’s Cityscapes
Show powerpoint (attached)
Look at the di erent landscapes and then cityscapes that Monet
painted - how are they di erent? Why?
What colours will we use to create the di erent e ects?
How can we ensure that the buildings are consistent in our pictures?
Model creating a stencil to use - or create one - then the children can
then focus on the colours of the background showing light and dark.
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To use light and dark in artwork

